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Holiday Traditions in Eastern
Pennsylvania

 

From Christmas pickle to

Belsnickel, Eastern

Pennsylvania has a rich

history of holiday traditions.

Immigrants from different

backgrounds who migrated

to the coal mines, mostly of

Eastern European descent, 

 brought with them their

holiday traditions from back

home. 

Some of these traditions were

adapted to their new home in

Pennsylvania while others

remained true to their original

form. Below you can read

about some of these holiday

traditions unique to Eastern

Pennsylvania. Also check out

our featured folk artist of the

season and a traditional boilo

recipe from A Coalcracker in

the Kitchen!

Walk In Art Center Annual

Holiday  Market.

 12.4.2021

U P C O M I N G  F O L K
E V E N T S

Amish Christmas Cookie Tour

Until 12.18.2021

Chirstmas Folk Art Show

 in Manhiem

12.10.2021

12.11.2021

Art of the Folk



The putz building tradition appears to have traveled with the Moravians

from Saxony at some point in the 18th century, claims the blog

padutchcompanion.com. The putz features ornate figurines, animals,

and buildings that tell the story of the nativity. The first Moravians to

settle in Eastern Pennsylvania brought their putz figures with them,.

Backgrounds for the scenes were made up of local foliage gathered by

families just for the occasion. 

The Moravian star origniated in the Moravian

boarding schools in Germany in the nineteenth

century as an exercise in geometry, according to

morvainstar.org. The stars were carried

throughout the world by missionaries and

proclaim the hope of Advent. While we are most

familiar with the white star, the first star had

alternating red and white points. They are

prominent in Eastern Pennsylvania deocrations

and celerbations.

The Moravian Star

The Putz



The Belsnickel originated in the Palatinate region

of Europe and is thought to be based on a

companion of Saint Nicholas. He is often

adorned in animal fur, torn clothes, and will

sometimes wear deer antlers atop his head. The

German word “bels” translates into fur, and

“nickel” refers to St. Nicholas. 

The Belsnickel travels alone and arrives at

homes a few weeks before Christmas. Like Santa,

he determines if the children he visits are

deserving of Christmas treats, or discipline for

their behavior. He carries a switch in his hand

for the naughty and pocketsful of cakes, candies,

and nuts for well-behaved children. Glimpse the

Belscnikle in person at the Pennsylvanian

German Culturual Heritage Center's Christmas on

the Farm

The Belsnickle

According to Lancaster Online, German

immigrants brought to Pennsylvania  the

upside-down Christmas tree, in the 18th

century. It may seem like something from Dr.

Seuss but the reason behind hanging trees from

the ceiling was to keep edible ornametns, like

the snitz, a dried apple garland, out of reach of

mice.  

Upside Down Christmas Tree



According to the Polish

American Association of

Harrisburg, Oplatki are thin,

unleavened wafers. Oplatki

are often embossed with the

figures of the Holy Family

and angels. The wafers are

customarily mailed to absent

family members and friends

during the Christmas season.

The Wigilia is the traditional

Christmas meal preceded by

the sharing of oplatki.

Some Pennsylvanians hide a pickle ornament in

their Christmas trees and challenge family and

friends to find the pickle. Whoever finds the

pickle first earns a reward, such as opening the

first present on Christmas day, or good luck for

the next year. This tradition's origins are

mysterious. Supposedly the tradition comes from

Germany and was brought to Pennsylvania by

German immigrants but when polled, 91% of

Germans had never heard of it!  

According to whychristmas.com, it is now

considered a uniquely American tradition, most

likely created by a pickle ornament salesman!

Hiding a Pickle in the

Christmas Tree

Sharing Oplatki



Kim Fritzges
Neo-Byzantine Russian

Iconography

Featured Artist

It’s very symbolic…They say
you’re writing the gospel.”

- Kim Fritzges
 

Kim Fritzges, a native of Mountain Top,  is a

studio artist at the Walk In Art Center and has

been practicing Neo-Byzantine Russian

influenced iconography painting for over twenty

years.  Kim’s concentration is icon images and

techniques from the 14th, 15th, and 16th,

centuries. 

Kim practices the traditional egg tempera

method of creating icons. A skill she learned

from her mentor, priestmonk Father Vladmimir.

After separating the yolk from the egg white, the

yoke is pierced with a needle and mixed with

water and a little wine. Natural pigments and

oils are mixed with it and the iconographer

paints the icon onto a clay board.  A great

example of the egg tempera method is an icon of

St. John the Forerunner she created. 

Images painted follow traditions in symbols,

colors, and poses. It’s a continuation of already

established symbols, not inventing something

completely new. “That’s the thing with

traditional iconography, it’s tailored to the

saint….It's very symbolic…They say you’re

writing the gospel so you can’t go adding things

into the icons that you’re painting.” Kim enjoys

doing demonstrations in iconography. "When I

do demonstrations kids come in and I’ll hand

them the brush and say ‘Here, fill this area in.’

And they really seem to enjoy it.” You can see

Kim's icons in her studio at the Walk In Art

Center every first Saturday of the month.



"Every boilo maker has
their recipe and every
boilo maker is positive
theirs is the best!"
-  C O A L C R A C K E R  I N  T H E  K I T C H E N

Boilo Recipe
B Y  C O A L  C R A C K E R  I N  T H E  K I T C H E N

Boilo is an alcoholic beverage consisting of a

blend of fruits, sweeteners, spices, and whiskey.

According to Lori Fogg, aka the Coalcracker in

the Kitchen, Boilo is traditionally served during

the winter holiday season in Schuylkill County in

the Anthracite Coal Region. "Many a

“coalcracker” is familiar with a pot of boilo being

kept warm on the back burner of the stove or in a

slow-cooker, ready to be offered to visiting

friends and neighbors who come to call during

the Christmas season. Boilo makers often place

their brew in canning jars and give the boilo as

gifts to lucky recipients!"

The invention of Lithuanian immigrants, boilo

shares ingredients with "krupnikas", a traditional

spiced honey liquor that has been consumed in

Lithuania and Poland (where it is called krupnik)

for centuries. The coal mines of Northeast

Pennsylvania brought numerous Lithuanian

immigrants to Schuylkill County. These immigrants

concocted boilo from the traditional ingredients

in krupnik.

Lori offers this recipe as a starting point for

newbies and encourages everyone to adjust to

their own taste! Visit Lori's blog here to learn

more about Boilo and explore a catalogue of

coal region foods and their history.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuanians


1 (750 ml) bottle Four Queens whiskey (or any inexpensive blended whiskey)

4 whole oranges

4 whole lemons

2 cups of honey

2 cinnamon sticks

2 Tablespoons dark raisins

1 teaspoon caraway seeds

1 teaspoon whole allspice berries

12 whole cloves

1 liter ginger ale OR orange juice or water (your choice)

Cut the whole oranges and lemons into quarters. Squeeze the pieces to release

the juice then add the unpeeled squeezed fruit to the pot. Add the ginger ale,

orange juice, or water to the pot. Add the remaining ingredients to the pot

EXCEPT the whiskey.

Bring to boil; reduce heat and slowly simmer, stirring frequently, for about 20 – 25

minutes.

Once the fruit is softened and mushed from cooking, strain the liquid through a

fine mesh strainer to remove the solids and spices. (If strainer is not fine enough to

catch spices, use a regular colander lined with several layers of cheesecloth.)

Press the pieces of fruit using the back of a spoon in the strainer to remove all the

liquid. Discard the remains of the fruit/spices.

 

INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS



Allow the mixture to cool slightly (adding alcohol to very hot or boiling liquid will

cook off some alcohol thereby defeating the entire purpose of boilo; so, don’t

boil your boilo!!) Away from heat, add the bottle of whiskey. Stir to blend.

Serve boilo warm in shot glasses. Individual servings can be lightly re-warmed in

a microwave if not serving immediately.

Refrigerate left overs or store in a cool place in a closed container (canning jars

are popular).

Why a Newsletter?

Thank you for reading the Folk Art Alliance's first

seasonal newsletter! This newsletter's purpose is to

spark community engagement, communication, and

collaboration. Here we will update you on happenings

in the world of folk arts in your region, spotlight local

artists, and share stories. This newsletter is for folk

artists and fans alike. 

If you would like to contribute content please get in

touch at folklorist@walkinartcenter.com.

How did your boilo turn out? Send us a pic and

we'll share it in our next newsletter and on our

social media!


